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Heb Syn 468

and ... being quiet in the face of the utterly wicked and utterly malicious

false charges. Yes?(Q)

Heb Syn 469

But of course this is simply not the case of a sheep that is going to be injured.

This is just a sheep that is going to have its wool taken off. And the sheep

before its shearer is ... this is the sheep that faces with sharp scissors and
it

they are going to cut xlkthe wool off, and the'will not say lxxx anything.

I uakhave not had great deal of experience with sheep. Wh I have had

is that they really made an awful racket... Idc do not think that this is
would be

saying that this is a typical sheep. But this is acx like a sheep which quiet

before its shearers. The sheep which is helpless before its shearers, and

you would expect to make a racket, and makea big fuss over it before you

can take it. But this is the sheep that keep quiet. It shows the strange(ness

of his ... of what he did. Faced there with false and malicious chargec's, he

did not answer, and they have given him more than half a chance to bring with

him to prove it to them. He is violent. He is just. Unnatural thing for him to do.

It is just the divine power ±kkxdc tcx?4 to do it,, as would be a sheep

that stands before her shearers, r e ady to cut it through , and yet it says nothing

and be quiet. And whenever I have been out where they cut wool off the sheep

before the shearers,. you can hear the ... half a mile away. Yes, Mr. QueK?
dumb

Like a sheep, if the sheep has xcxec been or is quiet, I think this c could be

an imperfect or participle, Like a sheep which, probably, a continuous action.

I think this is either a perfect or participle. Like a sheep , probaibly a

continous action, which x is quiet. If a sheep would do such a thing.
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